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Cooperative Group Work: Using of Reciprocal Teaching in Group Work

Abstract:

What is the value of Reciprocal Teaching in teaching effective group work in schools? This paper 

reports how Reciprocal Teaching was adapted and implemented as a strategy for effective group work to 

three Grade 3 classrooms. This study is situated in classrooms where students are second language 

learners. I demonstrate in this paper how Reciprocal Teaching strategies are incorporated into group work 

and their subsequent adaptations in these three English classrooms. The problems, challenges and 

changes that occur in its implementation are also discussed through the transcripts from students’ and 

teachers’ interviews and classroom observations.

Introduction

This paper is about three teachers who are involved in a larger intervention 

study that attempts to generate change in primary English Language classrooms

through teacher change and interaction structure of the classroom change. The 

purpose of this paper is to describe how Reciprocal Teaching was adapted and

implemented as a strategy for effective group work to three Grade 3 classrooms. 

Specifically, I focus on the type of students’ learning by examining their dialogue 

through the use of snapshots extraction at critical junctures of the intervention.

There is a growing literature espousing the benefits of cooperative small 

group work in the classrooms (e.g., Cohen, 1994; Johnson, Johnson and Holubec, 

1993, Beckman, 1990). Research has shown that communication through language 

assists children’s intellectual development. It is interaction with fellow or more 

sophisticated members like adults within their community that aids young learners in 

their cognitive development. This particular finding posits itself on socio-cultural 

theory where the emphasis on dialogic and interactive communication between 

adults or more capable peers and the apprentice learner claims to reap pedagogical 

learning (Rogoff, 1990, Mercer 2000, and Coles, 1995). Researchers like 

Smagorinsky & Fry (1993), Daiute & Dalton (1993) and Nystrand (1989) found that 

peer collaboration within group work exhibited greater benefits as compared to those 
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without. For instance, small group talk has been a standard feature in UK classrooms. 

Edwards & Mercer (1987) and Philips (1988) show that a predominant benefit to 

adopting this particular teaching strategy is that small group talk can enhance the 

processes of cognition (Westgate, 1993, p. 116). 

Reciprocal teaching is one method of teaching that allows students to work 

cooperatively in small groups (Palincsar, 1986; Brown & Palincsar, 1989; Palincsar & 

Brown, 1984, 1992, Greenway, 2002). Though the physical composition of the 

classroom contributes to learning, the benefits of peer collaboration are dependent 

on the type of talk that is generated (Palincsar, 2005) as a non-threatening 

environment does not necessarily result in an automatic productive academic content 

discussion (O’Connor and Michaels, 1996). Hicks concurs to this point and stresses 

that discourse is an inherent social construct that mediates not only the teaching but 

the learning within the classroom (Hicks, 1995, p. 11). Ultimately, the benefits from 

peer collaboration are dependent on the type of talk generated within group work 

(Palincsar, 2005). The important correlation between academic content and the 

discourse participation of students has direct bearing on the type of discourse that 

that the students employ (O’Connor and Michaels, 1996).

Recent research indicates that Singapore classroom pedagogy tends to be 

didactic and worksheet-centered/oriented in English reading lessons (e.g., Wong, 

2004; Luke, Freebody, Lau, & Gopinathan, 2005). Wong’s research found that the 

teachers’ perception of group work is a highly reductive one as it was largely seen as 

a way of expediting uniform task completion. “This concept of the teacher actually 

turns group work and group discussion into an activity for removing diversity instead 

of encouraging diversity and creativity or independent thinking” (Wong, 2004, p. 18). 

The didactic nature of the English lessons are a consequence of the pressure to 

produce academic results as a means for the school to raise their national ranking 

levels which is determined completely by high stakes examination results. Other 
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studies by Ow and Ho (1993), Cheah (1998), Ng and Sullivan, (2001), Tan (2001), 

and Chong (2005) have referred to this phenomenon in the Singapore context as 

“examination culture” and more specifically with respect to language and literacy 

teaching, as “examination-driven literacy instruction” (Cheah, 1998). For instance, 

Cheah (1998) notes that the examination culture has produced an environment that 

is fixated on “a system of certification through examinations, an emphasis on 

education plus a culture of meritocracy” (p. 193). This has resulted in literacy 

practices that are narrowly examination focused with classrooms that are teacher 

and worksheet dominated and delivery of a top-down approach that centres on 

transmitting knowledge to students.

Hence, to alter the interactional and cognitive processes of reading instruction 

in these three classrooms, as part of a larger intervention project that attempts to 

generate interaction change in primary English Language classrooms, models of 

group work with Reciprocal Teaching (Palincsar, 1986; Brown & Palincsar, 1989; 

Palincsar & Brown, 1984, 1992) is introduced to the three classrooms. Using the 

data from these three Primary three classrooms, this paper looks at the discourse 

features in terms of intellectual academic content and participation structures that 

students adopt as they incorporate the strategies of Reciprocal Teaching (Palincsar, 

1982) in their group work.

This paper contributes to the literature on classroom dialogue in group work 

by looking at the potential of dialogic talk and learning in the group work in the three 

Grade 3 classrooms. The analysis of the data is done through the following two ways:

1. Ecology of the Classroom. Through a close examination of the teacher’s 

teaching pedagogy, the ecology of the classroom (Nystrand & Graff, 2001) 

is explicated. The type of questions raised by teachers, their subsequent

responses to the students’ responses and the implicit concerns of the 

teachers form the pedagogic ecosystem within the classroom. It is 
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therefore necessary to first establish the ecology of the classroom as it 

affects the interaction patterns that students adopt in their group work. 

2. Dialogic learning within group work. The presence of dialogic learning in 

terms of the interactional discourse that students embark on within their 

group work. Minimal teacher intervention in the discourse of the classroom, 

building up of responses between students in their group work, initiation of 

open questions by students and the ability to defend or expand topic of 

discussions are areas in which dialogic learning takes place.

Theoretical Framework

Ecology of the Classroom

Ecology of the classroom

Does the ecology of the classroom (Nystrand & Graff, 2001) pre-determine 

the teaching and learning pedagogy within the classroom? According to Nystrand 

(1999), instructional discourse is shaped by the following three factors:

1. classroom participation structures; 

2. authority relationships; and

3. the extent of reciprocity between students and teachers.

These three factors contribute to what Nystrand and Graff (2001) defines as the 

ecology of the classroom. Ecology of the classroom refers to the culture within the 

classroom and emphasizes the importance of looking at the classroom discourse and 

the role that it plays in shaping the classroom (p. 480). That is, examination of the 

instructional discourse is only one segment or phase of lessons and delimits alone 

can tell only a limited story. The larger environment built up over time and across 

various skill areas needs to be examined. For instance, the communicative and 

reciprocal roles that teachers and students are enveloped in as they mediate their 
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way through “pedagogical roles and relationships and instructional activities” have to 

be understood and dealt with to maximise the learning within a classroom (Nystrand 

& Graff, 2001, p. 491). In addition, the setting up of the dialogic openness within the 

classroom is also dependent on how the teachers organise their communication 

model. For instance, if they embrace a communication model that prefers 

transmission rather than transformation of knowledge, then, the instruction will be 

more monologic rather than dialogic (Nystrand, 1999) and students will most likely 

transfer this as they conduct their group discussion. Hence, there is a higher chance

of students’ talk in group work to reflect the class ecosystem that has been 

established by the teacher. 

The “How” and “What” of Instruction

The amount of dialogic learning which is dependent on the teaching pedagogy 

that the teacher adopts affects the discourse structure that the students employ as 

they embark on their group work. Hence, it is important to look at the “how” and 

“what” of the teacher’s instruction (Nystrand & Gamoran, 1999). Though reciprocity 

in instruction between students and teachers is needed for dialogic learning to take 

place, it is more important to realise that the “what of instruction—the content and 

subject matter—is critical to learning” and that dialogic instruction cannot be 

evaluated only on the “how of instruction—question-answer sequences evidenced in 

face-to-face interaction—alone” (Nystrand & Gamoran, 1999, p. 73). For dialogic 

discourse to happen in the classroom, authentic (open) questions are required as 

they stimulate thinking and reflection rather than display (closed) questions. As 

Nystrand stresses, what really counts in classroom interaction is the “extent to which 

instruction requires students to think” and not just a report on “someone else’s 

thinking” (Nystrand, 1999, p. 72). 
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What type of learning does the group work encourage? Group work is shaped 

by the teacher through the assignment of tasks and delineating interaction 

parameters. The degree of autonomy that students enjoy within group work affects 

the production of knowledge and “the more student autonomy, the more production 

of knowledge” which meant that the time spent on group work was a positive 

contribution to task achievement (Nystrand & Gamoran, 1999, p. 70). Nystrand and 

Gamoran’s (1999) study of hundreds of English lessons found that effective “group 

work requires coherent activities” where the “teacher must not overly specify group 

tasks” (p. 71). In other words, though there should be some scaffolding provided for 

students to complete the tasks, too detailed instructions may result in students just 

mechanically reproducing the tasks requirements and not engaging in any production 

of knowledge. Moreover, following the guidelines that open-ended tasks are 

especially recommended for effective dialogic group work, it is important to note that 

the open-ended tasks should be carefully designed for such small group discussion.

Hence, a closer examination of the transcripts is done by using what Nystrand 

terms as “how” and “what” of instruction, to discover firstly how the teacher 

scaffolds the task for the students and secondly the questions that are given to 

students as part of their group task. This will then help provide some illumination to 

the kind of discourse patterns in the students’ talk as they embark on their group 

work. 

This paper will examine the ecology of the classroom through the type of 

discourse learning that is set up by the teacher and secondly, examine the type of 

questions that are given to the students for group discussion. Closer analysis of the 

transcripts will unearth the type of talk that the teacher employs and whether the 

talk pattern is mimicked by the students. In addition, it is also essential to see if the 

questions within the tasks change students’ talk.
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Dialogic learning within group work

Does dialogic learning occur within the group as students utilize Reciprocal 

Teaching strategies in their group work? If not, then what types of interaction 

patterns do the students most commonly employ? Before proceeding further, it is 

important to define dialogic talk. What type of talk can be considered dialogic? 

Discourse is not dialogic when turns are taken by speakers to voice their thoughts. It 

is “essentially structured by the interaction of the conversants, with each playing a 

social role” (Nystrand, 1999, p. 8). Since the social organisation is the school, then a 

dialogic perception on discourse and learning is dependent on firstly, the “classroom 

participation structures and authority relationships” and the “extent of reciprocity 

between teachers and students” (Nystrand, 1999, p. 8). Thus saying, Reciprocal 

Teaching uses the reciprocity concept and recommends four strategies to assist 

weaker students in text comprehension (Brown & Palincsar, 1989, Palincsar, 1986, 

2005, Palincsar & Brown, 1984, 1992, and Greenway, 2002). The twofold purpose of 

using the four strategies (e.g. summarizing, question generation, clarification, 

prediction) is both “comprehension-fostering” and “comprehension-monitoring” 

(Palincsar & Brown, 1984, p. 121). 

Reciprocal Teaching strategies employ Vygotsky’s idea that higher cognitive 

processes and learning take place within social contexts. This in turn promotes 

engagement in collaborated activities. Learners internalize the process of working 

together in these collaborated activities as they acquire new strategies and 

knowledge of the society. This social interaction between learners is pertinent to 

their learning processes. For example, the summarising strategy as recommended in 

Reciprocal Teaching aids students in internalising both teacher and more capable 

peers’ talk and assist them to mediate within themselves before reaching a 

consensus in their understanding. This process of internationalisation is accelerated 

through the repetitive nature of Reciprocal Teaching. The concrete and tangible 
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scaffolding methods of Reciprocal Teaching play a considerable role in showing 

students what experts do when they read texts. Hence using the approaches of 

Reciprocal Teaching assists not only the learning of students who are weak in text 

comprehension but also allows students engage in dialogic talk with each other.

This paper does not attempt to assess the quality of the talk but looks at the 

potential of dialogic talk and learning that takes place within the group. Adapting 

from Chang and Wells’ (1988) collaborative talk, the following questions provide a 

guideline in looking at the manner in which the talk is being explored within the 

group:

1. In what ways is the talk dialogic?

2. What aspects of the task are addressed in the group’s talk?

3. What aspects of learning are being enabled in the talk?

4. How are the group members responsive to each other?

Background for the study

Selection of School

The selected school is a typical neighbourhood school where most of the 

students are from working class middle income homes and generally live within 5 km 

around the school. The students are streamed according to their examination results 

at each grade level at the end of the year and the high ability students are gathered 

in the first three classes whilst the rest of the classes contain students of mixed 

abilities. 

Selection of classes/groups

Primary 3, with students ranging between age eight to nine, was chosen as it 

can be considered to be a significant transitional year. Similar to what Gebhard 
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(2004) has noted in her study, she found that third and fourth grades are years 

where “linguistic and academic demands on students increase” and are considered to 

be “important turning points in students’ ability to cope with increasing academic 

demands that may have lasting implications for their academic trajectories” (p. 248). 

The classes that were chosen were from one of the top three academically streamed 

classes. The specific group of five members was audio recorded and was what the 

teachers considered to be average ability at the beginning of the year. The teachers

based this observation on the students’ year 2 English results.

Procedure

The intervention is based on the thematic units denoted by the Grade Year’s 

English syllabus. Within each two week thematic unit, the specific intervention is 

further divided into two different parts, the first providing teachers with relevant 

professional development and working collaboratively with them and secondly 

observing the impact within the classroom through its interaction. The continual use 

of the textbook is due in part to the school’s unwillingness to first let go of traditional 

pedagogy. The school’s concerns not only lay with the examinations but also having 

to allay both the teachers’ and the parents’ concerns which were directly linked to 

producing high marks for the examination.

English lessons were conducted every day, ranging from one to four half hour 

periods per day, making up a total of 13 periods a week. In this study, teachers 

devoted the first week to the prescribed English textbook and the second week to the 

use of external texts or what the school terms as literature lessons whilst still 

keeping to the respective theme. It is in this second week that the teachers

incorporated Reciprocal Teaching strategies in their group work. As Reciprocal 

Teaching is not a main area of the intervention, there are no great claims that can be 
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made about using Reciprocal Teaching as a programme. From the viewpoint of the 

intervention, Reciprocal Teaching serves as means for the teachers to introduce 

concrete comprehension strategies in group work discussion. 

Preparation of the teachers

The teachers were trained together with the other teachers teaching the same 

level. An experimental classroom was simulated with the teachers taking on the 

different roles; Group leader, Questioner, Clarifier, and Answerer so as to familiarise 

themselves with Reciprocal Teaching strategies. In the roles provided, they went 

through the various strategies that Reciprocal Teaching had stipulated; Questioning, 

Clarifying, Summarising, and Predicting. The teachers were then given a test 

scenario where they sat in groups and practised and later modelled for the other 

groups their method of carrying out the group work. In order to scaffold the learning 

process of Reciprocal Teaching, I adapted Cole and Griffin’s (1986) cue cards 

strategy in group work. Cole and Griffin in their study made interpersonal nature of 

reading explicit so as to allow the student to adopt different ideas on the nature of 

reading. In my study, explication of the roles were written on cue cards to allow the 

students to gain a different idea of what it means to question, summarize, clarify and

predict. This helped to facilitate the introduction of Reciprocal Teaching strategies. By 

using these cue cards, the teachers practised the roles/tasks that will be given to the 

students.

Results and discussion

To discover the type of learning that the students engage themselves in, 

audio recordings of group work were transcribed and the selection was based on

three different time periods:

1. Pre-Reciprocal Teaching. Group work that follows the traditional method 

that the students have followed since they were in Year 2. The rationale 
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behind the selection is to help provide a comparison between pre-

Reciprocal Teaching and Post Reciprocal Teaching.

2. During Reciprocal Teaching. The first time the students were introduced to 

Reciprocal Teaching in class. This selection is made to understand how 

much the students understood the teacher’s directions and if the students 

are able to handle the four strategies that Reciprocal Teaching advocates 

(Palincsar and Brown, 1984, 1986, 1989).

3. Post Reciprocal Teaching. These transcripts were taken in the next 

thematic unit following the introduction of Reciprocal Teaching. They were 

chosen as the students had gone for a week break and the teachers after 

the last experience had modified and adapted the manner in which they 

scaffold the task to the students.

The analysis of these three transcripts using discourse analysis is further divided into 

two main sections. The first is guided by looking at the manner in which the teacher 

subconsciously sets the ecology of the classroom. What type of class questions that 

she uses to scaffold the task and the worksheet questions? This then leads to the 

second section where a closer look at the type of talk generated within the group is 

explored. Does dialogic talk occur within the group work? 

This paper attempts to present snapshots which is a longitudinal systematic 

extraction at key junctures of the intervention, in which Reciprocal Teaching was 

implemented in the classrooms. Though the same set of snapshots of data is taken 

from all three classes, for the purpose of this paper, I have focused on one particular 

teacher as she is representative of the larger sample of the teachers that I have.

It is important to note that owing to the lesson plans as outlined by the 

teachers and their discernment of the use of Reciprocal Teaching in group work, each 

of the following tasks described below does not use the same text type. For instance, 
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the first transcript is based on a narrative text, the second on information text and 

the third an instructional text.

Pre-Reciprocal Teaching 

Ecology of the classroom.

In this particular task, students had just read a narrative text called 

Grandma’s Budgie and completed a rearranging of events worksheet the day before. 

They were given three pages of pictures that had been taken out from the story and 

one other page full of questions. Students were supposed to cut out the different 

sets of questions and pasted them into the boxes below each picture accordingly 

(Appendix A). 

This particular group work lasted for about five minutes. The initial 59 turns 

(Extract 1) are spent on organization details where the students start to discuss 

which set of pictures they have and whether they have “staplets” (Turn 34). This 

group work is strongly reminiscent of what Nystrand and Gamoran (1999) call 

teacher-structured group work (p. 67) where the task has been strictly defined by 

teacher and the task can be completed without any interaction.

Extract 1.
1 S1: Pass pass pass pass pass
2 S2: Pass
3 S1: You got already? How many?
4 Felix:         I’ve got one ah
5 S2: Conclusion

18 T: Okay now  (.) this is what you do. Someone 
asked me //whether you need// to staple the 
three pieces of paper together. Do you think 
so^?

19 S: //Hello://
20 Ss: Yes
21 T: Yes (.) if you think so (.) Everything together.
22 Ss: No
23 T: Okay (   )  ((teacher goes on talking))
24 S1: Eh Felix (.) what? ahhh
25 Felix: What::^
26 S1: Eh:: (.) you don’t be (2.0) don’t be very 
27 S2: See::^ ((squeaking))
28 Felix: You know already do what then^?

Students’ Organisation 
talk
 Students distributing 

worksheets 

Turns 6-17 -- Students
engaging in informal talk

Teacher’s Organisational 
talk
 Organising how the 

worksheet should be 
stapled.

Reference to task by 
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29 S1: I got 1, 3, 4 leh (.) don’t have two leh.
30 S2: 2 here::
31 S2: Have (.) 1, 2 behind what
32 S1: Eh:^ I only got 1,2 (.) 3,4
33 S2: 2 (.) 
34 S4:           Who got staplets?
35 S1: I got but 
36 S2: Need you stape-let-er ah?
37 S4: My staplets don’t have already
38 S2: Eh^ like=that (.) lend her already
39 S: ((speaking in Malay))
40 S1: Pass me now
41 S2: I don’t have
42 S3: You got right?
43 S4: Lend her first
44 S1: Just now do what?
45 S2: If they give me money enough of course I 
                                      do one
46 S3: Staple all three together ah? (2.0) All three 
                                      ah?
47 Felix: Desmond (.) all three together ah?
48 Desmond: Yah lah like that
49 Felix: (   )
50 Felix: Cut (  ) then lah: (.) you see? (.) Can cut 
                                       what. This thing can cut  what (.) Can right? 
51 S2: //=Tsk ((sneezing sound)) Not mine!//
52 S3: //Okay lah:// (.) OKAY lah:
53 S1: I staple already:
54 S2: Eh Desmond?
55 S3: What the:
56 T: Group leader always remember to keep for 
                                      those who are absent.
57 S1: I (.) I sh=(.) nothing why
58 S2: Oohh::^ di=di=di=di=di=di ((making noise))

59 T: Once you are ready you can discuss which 
                                       set of question goes to which picture.

student
Type of talk by students: 
Organisation
 checking to see if they 

have materials ready
 more concerned with 

stapling

Teacher’s Organisation 
talk
 reminds group leader to 

keep a copy of the 
worksheets for the 
absent students.

Authoritative talk by 
teacher
 Providing instructions to 

scaffold task for students

The students’ preoccupation with organisational talk is evident from Turn 1 to 

Turn 53 in Extract 1. Students are more preoccupied with the passing of the 

worksheets (Turn 1-3) and whether they have “staplets” (Turn 34) that they can 

borrow as seen in Turns 34-38. This talk is reflective of what the teacher is doing at 

that point. The teacher “asks” the students in Turn 18, “Someone asked me whether 

you need to staple the three pieces of paper together. Do you think so?” It is obvious 

from her display question of “do you think so” that the answer is a definite yes. This 

extract highlights two significant observations. Firstly, the teacher’s need to cohort 

the class into the organisational structure of the task that they are supposed to do is 
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an indication that the class is “new” to the ecology of her classroom and 

subsequently her preferred organisational pedagogy. Secondly, the implicit emphasis 

that the teacher places on the importance of organisational matters in the classroom 

can be seen from the total amount of talk that she devoted to it. In the five minutes 

of talk, the teacher spoke seven times (Extract 1.1) – all of which focused only on 

procedures. This subconsciously sets up a “procedural” ecology in the classroom

which will be discussed in the following section.

Extract 1.1.

18 T: Okay now (.) this is what you do. Someone 
asked me whether you need to staple the 
three pieces of paper together. Do you think 
so^?

21 T: Yes (.) if you staple everything together.

23 T: Then how to paste? (2.0) Okay but then 
later I need to collect back. You think 
it is a good idea. Okay why not? (1.0) 
This is what you do. You’ll staple the 
three pieces together. Can you follow the 
page number? (1.0) One two three and 
then four. Once you got the three sheets 
of paper staple them together. So it=so it’s 
easier for me to collect it later.

56 T: Group leader always remember to keep for 
those who are absent.

59 T: Once you are ready you can discuss (.) 
which set of question goes to which picture.

92 T: Okay bundle together (.) bundle together.

98 T: ((comes to group to instruct them)) You make 
an indication. Is it like picture one picture two 
picture three four five or six? Can (.) you can 
indicate here.

118 T: Okay CLASS (.) sadly to say: the bell has (.) 
rang=So (.) I need the leader to collect back 
the worksheet okay? Sorry. We will continue 
tomorrow.

Organisation talk about 
stapling

Discussion with class about 
stapling and then giving 
more detailed instructions on 
the order of the pieces of 
papers to staple

Reminder of group leader’s 
organisational duties

Instructional talk on 
completing task

Organisational talk on getting 
the students to huddle close 
together for group discussion

Group specific instructions. 
Direct “guidance” to task

Organisational talk on 
collecting worksheets as class 
ends

Turns 18, 21, 23, 56, 92 and 118 are all organisational talk. The only time the 

teacher moves away from organisational talk to talk that is task-related is in Turn 59

and 118. Turn 59 has her providing instructions to the task and Turn 118 has her 
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collecting the worksheets back. Even when she goes to the group to help guide them, 

she is telling them where to put their answers as seen in Turn 98. From a cognitive 

stance, the manner in which the teacher goes top down in directing the students to 

the completion of the task in this particular turn is more of what Nystrand (1999) 

terms as a transmission of knowledge rather than a transformation of the knowledge.

In fact, the production of knowledge is more low-level procedural type and not 

literacy-related knowledge. There is no production of new knowledge in this specific 

task as the nature of the task simply requires students to reproduce from memory 

what they have read the day before and is not cognitively demanding. 

Dialogic learning

The instruction to this particular task does not contain any authentic

questions even though the teacher expects some form of discussion as the students 

complete the worksheet. In fact, the questions raised in each of the boxes that the 

students are supposed to cut out can potentially lead to a more open and dialogic 

discussion. Some of the inferential questions raised from the viewpoint of the budgie 

require the students to think beyond the text. However, this aspect is not explored at 

this point as the task’s objective is to complete pasting the correct questions beneath 

each picture. So for the teacher, “discussion” is restricted to the allocation of 

questions to the pictures and not a discussion of the answers to the questions. Hence, 

it is not surprising to see a less than coherent discussion (see Turn 59). Students 

mainly discuss the matching of the questions to the picture as seen in the following 

extract.

Extract 1.2.

59 T: Once you are ready you can discuss which 
                                       set of question goes to which picture.
60 Desmond: Cannot cut one=eh^ teacher said. Write 
                                      number 1 number 2 number 3 ah^.
61 S2: Ok nor:: Tomorrow teacher ask to cut you 
                                      know what^

Teacher’s instructions

Organisational talk by group 
leader
Confirmation by a group 
member
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62 S3: Write number 1 number 2 number 3

63 Felix: Eh my (    ) Meeting his grandma (.)

64 S1: Ya lah and then^?

65 Felix: Meeting his grandma:: 
66 Desmond: What meeting his grandma:? Write number 
                                      1 here.

67 Felix: Meeting his grandma.
68 Class: %% (10.0)
69 S2: How=ah^?
70 S3: This one lor: This one is this one.
71 S1: Which one?
72 S2: Ai//yoh:://
73 S3: //This one is that one//
74 S4: (   ) you what:^ (4.0)
75 S5: Then this one is this one.
76 S1: Grandma taught me tricks. This one is the 
                                      second one::
77 S2: What:^?
78 S3: No::
79 S1: This one is the first one
80 S2: Which one?
81 S3: No (word) la::h^
82 S1: This one is the first one
83 S2: Sijia how do you //(  )//
84 S3: //This one://
85 S4: //Then what do you (  )//
86 S5: //This is the first one//
87 S1: //How do you think when I (  )// 
((All arguing together))
88 S2: Yah yah yah (.) Correct correct lor:: Correct 
                                       correct correct you are correct.
89 S1: This is number one number two right^?
90 Desmond: This is this (.) then this is this

91 S2: This one is number two e::r^

92 T: Okay bundle together (.) bundle together.

93 Cally: BUNDLE.
94 Felix: What is bundle:?
95 Cally: //Bundle// use a rubber band and tie
96 Felix: //Bundle is a bundle:?//
97 S1: Then:: how did I feel when (  )?
98 T: ((comes to group to instruct them)) You 
                                      make an indication. Is it like picture one picture 
                                      two picture three four five or six? Can (.) you 
                                      can indicate here.
99 S1: Ok good
100 S2: Ok not good
101 S1: This is picture one (1.0) This is two:
102 S2: Like that one: ah:: 
103 S1: Eh (how) you write 1 and 2 lor: 
104 S3: This one number one this one number two
105 S1: Ya::
106 S2: Ya
107 Cally: CorRECT
108 S3: Eh my one //(   )//

Further confirmation—
directive

Decoding the questions
Display question

Getting impatient as he does 
not understand Felix’s need 
to decode
Simply decoding
Impatience—providing 
answer

Asking for assistance
Providing answer

Providing specific answer

Questioning the directive
Rejecting the answer
Highlighting answer
Questioning the directive
Rejecting the source
Insisting on own thought
Argument

Finally giving up

Seeking confirmation
Group leader providing 
answer

Seeking confirmation

Teacher with organisational 
talk

Repeating
Seeking for meaning
Student providing meaning

Teacher’s assistance

Happy with teacher’s 
validation
Directing the answer
Agreeing
Organisational talk – how to 
present the answer
Confirming that task is done 
correctly
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109 S1: CORRECT
110 Desmond: three and four (   )((bell rings))
111 S3: This one number two right?
112 Cally: Number //two//
113 S4: //Number two//

Though there is substantial students’ talk, it is mostly superficial voicing of 

what they consider to be the correct answer. The students do not venture into a 

discussion of the reasons as to why they consider a specific set of questions should 

be placed with the picture except for one student in Turn 76. The student insists that 

the questions should belong to Picture 2 as it is the one where “grandma taught me 

(the budgie) tricks”. However, there is no pick up from the rest of the members of 

the group and the talk goes back to a providing and insisting of what each member 

considers to be the correct answer.   

What is significant from the talk is the way the group leader, Desmond,

directs the group. Clearly, the group leader is the major authority figure that the 

other members look up to besides the teacher. In Turns 66, 90, and 110, Desmond 

basically directs some of the other students to the correct answers and no one 

challenges his authority. However, other members in the group do not enjoy the 

same privilege and have their suggestions rejected or questioned (Turn 78 and 81). 

The communication model that Desmond chooses is similar to what the teacher had 

previously established which is more top down and is more of a transmission of 

knowledge (Nystrand, 1999). To be fair to the group, the nature of the task in that it 

was more of an allocation of the right questions to the right pictures provided little or 

no room for negotiation or discussion. In this sense, though dialogic talk does not 

appear to be evident, the objective of completing the worksheet has been achieved.

The talk shown here by the students is consistent with the ecology set up by the 

teacher. 

During Reciprocal Teaching
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Reciprocal Teaching strategies had been modelled for the class by the teacher 

prior to the students breaking into their various groups. This was the students’ first 

attempt to do Reciprocal Teaching in their own groups. The teacher had initially 

divided the class into four groups with each group practising the different roles. This 

task was heavily structured and scaffolded. Cue cards were given to the students to 

help remind the students of the roles that they were supposed to play. The objective 

of the task was to complete reading the text (e.g. comprehending all the details 

about the animal like the description, size, habitat, food and behaviour) that was 

given to them on an endangered species (e.g. Brown Bear, Panda, Polar Bear and 

Tiger) and to clarify any meanings of words that they were unsure of.

This task appears to be cognitively more challenging than the task set in the 

previous transcript. The task aims to create significant student interaction but a 

closer look at the transcript shows that it basically has limited student interaction 

(Nystrand & Gamoran, 1999). Though the students have a free rein in discussing 

words that they do not understand or could not pronounce, the background scaffold 

by the teacher limits the discussion. Moreover, the organisation talk between the 

group members has moved from an obsession with stapling as seen in the previous 

transcript to one on procedures of Reciprocal Teaching as seen in the following two 

extracts.

Extract 2.

1 Eleanor: Ask one.
2 Felix: Ask what?
3 Cally: You know any word you don’t know?
4 Eleanor: This is the fourth one (2.0) ((tapping on 

paper)) Second third fourth this one
5 Cally: Any word you don’t know?
6 Desmond: Eh::

Students asking task-related 
questions 

Turns 1-6 actually has the students working on the task. After the 

interruption of the teacher in Turn 7, the group begins to focus more on procedural 

and organisational talk (Turns 9, 12, 16, 20, 22, 25, 33, and 43). 
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Extract 2.1.

7 T: Ok leaders if you think that they should stop 
you tell them to

((shouts of “STOP” can be heard throughout the class)) 

8 Hazel: Eh:: Estimated?

9 Desmond: All finished?
10 Ss: We finished.

11 Hazel: Estimated.

12 Eleanor: How to spell //estimated?//

13 Desmond: //Who got question?//

14 Cally: Estimated don’t know what is the meaning?

15 T: Okay. Now //whose turn to pick?//

16 Desmond: //Any question?//

17 Class & Ss: Designer 
18 Felix: Designer

19 T: No=no=no. Okay wait first. Don’t. Shh:: See 
ah? Now you have all that (.) the leader has 
given the instructions right? So now (.) can 
(.) the designer (.) pick someone to answer 
a=ask the question?  
Okay designer. Pick someone. 

20 Desmond: Felix.

21 Cally: No lah.

22 Felix: I designer what.

23 Ss: There (    ) there.

Teacher’s Organisation 
talk
 Directing the group 

leader on the “correct” 
procedure

Student asking question as 
directed by the cue card.

Group leader organisation 
talk

Student repeating question 
as directed by the cue card

Procedural talk
Recorder is only interested in 
knowing the spelling so as to 
record it down on the paper.

Group leader most likely did 
not hear Hazel

Repeating Hazel’s query

Teacher’s Organisation 
talk
 Teacher directing 

students on the correct 
procedure in carrying out 
RT

Group leader appears to 
ignore or failed to pick up on 
Hazel and Cally’s query

Answering to teacher’s 
question in Turn 15

Teacher’s Organisation 
talk
 Teacher directing 

students on the correct 
procedure in carrying out 
RT

Student’s Organisation 
talk
 Asking the designer to 

pick the answerer

Questioning Group leader’s 
decision

Showing proof that he is the 
designer
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24 Felix: What is this paragraph about?

25 Eleanor: Who? You want to pick who?

26 Cally: Pick Hazel.
27 Desmond: Eh. Surely lousy one la.
28 Felix: How to answer?
29 Cally: It’s ask the questioner.

((0:01:01.5))
30 Felix: Ya la. (8.0)
31 Eleanor: What’s estimated ah?

32 S: Eh.
33 Desmond: Hey. Write the meaning eh. Teacher say only 

leh. 
34 S: (     )
35 Cally: Huh?
36 S: (     )
37 Cally: Huh?
38 Desmond: Faster ask the question (.) Fir//daus//
39 Cally: //Aiye:r// what’s the question?
40 Felix: I ask her. The question (2.0) what’s the 

paragraph about?
41 Cally: Huh?
42 Eleanor: Eh. You pick the (    ) 
43 Felix: I pick the person already. I pick you.
44 Eleanor: Ya la. Then I ask what is this word mah. 

//I don’t know.//
45 Cally: //Estimated ah?//
46 Desmond: //Estimated ah?//
47 Eleanor: Ya. 
48 Cally: What’s the meaning?
49 Felix: Ah.
50 Desmond: Can ah:.
51 Hazel: How to (   ).
52 Felix: Know or not?
53 Desmond: Don’t know then ask teacher.
54 Felix: You raise up your hand ah?
55 Cally: Estimated.
56 Eleanor: Oh::^
57 S: Ask the (    )

Asking questions (using cue 
card to assist)

Procedural talk
Recorder interested in getting 
the procedure right.
Suggestion
Judgement on ability
Student raising “lost” concern

Content talk
Needs to know answer to 
record it

Student’s Organisation 
talk

Student’s Organisation 
talk

Hazel and Cally’s questions are brushed aside by the need to follow procedure 

as seen in Turns 9, 12, 13 and 16. The power dynamics within the group continues 

to lie mainly with the group leader. His concern to follow the correct procedure is 

further reinforced by the recorder who is charged with the task of handing in the 

deliverables. Hence, we see the recorder’s (Eleanor) need to put everything on paper 

as seen in Turn 12 where she is more concerned with the knowing the spelling of the 

word “estimated”. The group leader (Desmond), on the other hand, seems to either 
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ignore or not hear what Hazel (Turns 8 and 11) and Cally (Turn 14) have raised. 

Admittedly, Hazel often speaks very softly and has difficulty in articulating a 

complete sentence. Cally, however, heard her question and jumped in (Turn 14)

where she rephrases Hazel’s query in a loud voice, “Estimated don’t know what is the 

meaning?” The group leader’s preoccupation with not answering the question may be 

due to two factors; one that he is unable to provide the meaning to the query and 

two, he is more interested in collecting questions as seen in his responses in Turn 13 

and 16.

The initial six turns where the students have initially engaged themselves in 

some form of dialogic discussion without the teacher’s direction appears to be lost 

after her interruption in Turn 7. On a superficial level, the students appear to engage 

themselves in seeking for the meaning of words that they are not sure of but the 

entire group seems to wallow more in the procedures of Reciprocal Teaching. From 

the group members’ dialogue in this particular group activity, it appears that the 

students though unfamiliar with the roles that they are supposed to play, shows that 

the objective of the group work is to focus on playing out these roles. This can be 

seen from Turns 11, 13, 17, 19, 27. Turn 11 sees a student proclaiming his role as a 

designer whilst in Turn 13, Eleanor hurriedly jolted Turn 11’s student to get her to 

pick someone to answer the question. Cally in Turn 17 reminds Felix of his role. In 

Turn 19, the group leader, Desmond reminds the group of the parameters of the 

task. His “Teacher say only” refers back to the teacher as the authoritative source of 

knowledge and serves as a reminder to all the group members not to stray from 

what the teacher has delineated as the objective of the task activity which in this 

case is just the procedural aspects of the task.

Though the amount of time that the teacher spends talking to the entire class 

is considerably less compared to the first transcript, from the actions of the group 

members, her talk appears to contain the same powerful effect.
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Extract 2.2.

7 T: Ok leaders if you think that they should stop 
you tell them to

((shouts of “STOP” can be heard throughout the class)) 

19 T: No=no=no. Okay wait first. Don’t. Shh:: See 
ah? Now you have all that (.) the leader has 
given the instructions right? So now (.) can 
(.) the designer (.) pick someone to answer 
a=ask the question?  
Okay designer. Pick someone. 

96 T: If it is done leader your turn to summarise= 

118 T: Okay children. For those who have completed 
I want you to read quietly the rest of the 
whole text. Can you read?

140 T: Alright. If you’ve finished Recorder has taken 
it down please move on and read the rest of 
the passage.

220 T: Have you all finished reading orally? (.) 
Everybody?

243 T: Okay can I ask who has not finished reading 
the text?

Teacher’s Organisation 
talk
 Teacher directing 

students on the correct 
procedure in carrying out 
RT

As discussed above, the effect of the teacher’s instruction in Turn 7 had the 

group leader failing to address both Hazel’s and Cally’s query on the meaning of 

“estimated”. Her next directive in Turn 19 has the students focusing on firstly who 

the designer is and who he has to pick to answer the question (Extract 2.1, Turns 

20-29). Her following interruptions have similar effect where the students react to 

her instructions and focus wholly on procedure. 

Both transcripts show that there is not much production of knowledge and is 

quite low level cognitively in the two tasks that are given. However, for the 

“Grandma’s Budgie” group work task, the students possess the necessary resource in 

doing the worksheet. For the “Amazing Animals” task, however, the students do not 

possess the physical or cognitive resources to answer the questions. The questions 

that the students are empowered to raise are closed questions and because they had 

no prior knowledge or even knowledge in knowing where to go to seek the answer 

beyond calling on the teacher, there is no generation of discussion. The few 
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instances where the teacher comes over to provide help, she continues to employ a 

transmission of knowledge in just explaining the word. Though she uses examples to 

explain, there is no transformation of knowledge as seen in the following extract. 

This is picked up by the group leader who “mimics” her actions in making sure that 

the correct answer is being recorded down.

Extract 2.3.

58 T: Where where where? Estimated that means 
it’s about (.) that means you for example I 
estimate that you’re about 25 kilograms. 
How high=heavy are you?  

59 Felix: I don’t know.
60 T: I estimated he’s about 27. How heavy are you?
61 Desmond: 30.
62 T: 30. So it’s around there okay?

63 S: (   ) so it’s about what?
64 S1: Oh::.
65 Desmond: Record already?
66 Eleanor: Okay anything? Anything you want to know? 

(2.0) Designers? (3.0) Any words you all 
don’t know what’s the meaning? (5.0)

224 T: Okay. Average. That means uh for example (.) 
on average all of you are how many years old?  

225 Eleanor: Nine.
226 T: //Nine//
227 Ss: //Nine// 
228 T: Okay if you’ve something (.) uh okay this (.) 

this height and this height the average is in 
the middle. It’s like the middle. It means 
middle (.) okay^? 

229 S: Occasion.
230 T: Occasionally that means some times. Some 

times. Okay?  Territory that means an area 
that you have influence over. The area that 
you are in charge of (.) okay^?  Adolescence 
means the younger baby or the younger.

231 Desmond: This one is middle. 
232 Cally: Huh?
233 Desmond: Middle. The aVArage is middle. ((average))
234 Felix: In the middle
235 Desmond: Ya. Totally in the middle. (3.0)
236 Eleanor: (this?)
237 Desmond: Oh? Sometimes. Than that one I don’t know. 
238 Eleanor: Like like those things that that teacher say 

(.) like in charge something that one.
239 Cally: Oh in charge. (6.0)
240 Desmond: Okay finish.

Teacher uses personal 
experience example to 
explain “estimated” to the 
students

Teacher’s definition of 
“estimated”
Student re-defining teacher’s 
definition.
Group leader’s interest in 
procedure

Teacher using personal 
experience example again to 
explain “average”

Teacher reformulating as she 
realises that everyone is of 
the same age. Hence, she 
goes into height. She then 
provides them with the 
definition “middle”

Teacher providing definitions 
to “occasionally”, “territory” 
and “adolescence” 
immediately.

Group leader directing the 
recorder in writing down what 
the teacher has just said.

Dialogic learning
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As previously mentioned, the task delineated by the teacher requires students 

to come up with closed questions that were on words that they are unable to decode 

phonetically or words that they do not comprehend. Students are unable to conduct 

any sustained dialogue about these words as they do not have any knowledge capital 

in which they can rely on. Without the help of the dictionary and the teacher, they 

merely flounder in hunting and collecting for all the words that they do not know as 

seen in the following extract.

Extract 2.4.

159 Eleanor: Any question? (.) Any question?

160 Hazel: Erm. (  ) the o:m (.) ly (.) $ ((omnivore))
161 Felix: Omnivores (   )

162 Desmond: Okay what is this?  (3.0) A-ve-rage.
163 Eleanor: How to spell? A.
164 Felix: A (.) V E R
165 Eleanor: A: //V://
166 Desmond: //V:// (.) E: (.) R: (.) A: (.) G: (.) E: 
167 Felix: Which one^?  
168 Desmond: Okay.
169 Felix: Which one^?
170 S: (   ) you know?
171 Eleanor: Eh raise up your hand.

172 Felix: For what? (3.0)
173 Eleanor: One two three raise (7.0)
174 Desmond: Everyone please raise. (3.0) 

175 Ss: Mrs Teh ((calls out softly))

176 Cally: You’re not the group leader:
177 Desmond: One more (.) One more (.) This one (.) 

OccaSION:
178 Eleanor: 快讲 ((Speak quickly))。O C=C (3.0)
179 Desmond: A
180 Eleanor: A
181 Desmond: S I O
182 Eleanor: S I O
183 Desmond: N A L L Y
184 Eleanor: N A L L Y. Okay.
185 Cally: Don’t need to raise up la. Teacher say just 

say need 准备 ((prepare)) only ah (4.0)
186 Felix: Wah. (8.0)
187 Felix: One more (3.0)
188 S: Wa= ((gasping sound))
189 Felix: In:DI^vidual:=Okay=never=mind=I=

know=I=know (4.0)

Recorder asking the other 
members if they have any 
questions

1st question: Omnivore
Assisting her in the 
pronunciation

2nd question: Average
Recording down

Trying to seek teacher’s 
assistance

Group leader reinforcing 
order

Trying to get teacher’s 
attention

3rd question: Occasionally

Almost 4th question which 
was retracted probably 
because they’re supposed to 
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190 S1: I also don’t know one leh.
191 S2: There there what’s this one?
192 Desmond: Then what about a:dole=tscent? (6.0)
193 Eleanor: What is individual? (2.0)
194 Cally: Which one?

195 Desmond: Adol. A:lo: adolescent ((adolescent))

196 S1: Adolescent.
197 Desmond: A: D: O: L: E: S: C: E: N
198 Eleanor: C ah?
199 Desmond: Ya. N:=E: N: T:
200 Eleanor: Okay got four already. Any more?

know it

4th question: Adolescent
Refers back to Felix question 
in Turn 189 but it was not 
picked up by the rest of the 
group

Group leader trying to 
pronounce it

Assisting in the pronunciation

There is even less of a discussion here as compared to the first transcript. The 

students and especially the group leader do not possess the content knowledge in 

assisting the search for the meaning of the words. As discussed in the previous 

section, the ecosystem that the group is enveloped in is heavily steeped in procedure 

which is learning the four strategies of Reciprocal Teaching. In this respect, the talk 

by the students reflects this ecosystem. They are focused on getting the unknown 

words on paper and getting the teacher to assist them in finding the meaning of 

these words as the teacher had previously instructed them to call upon her should 

they run into any difficulties in understanding the meaning. There is no attempt in 

some form of speculation about the meaning of the words, admittedly in an informal 

chat with the teacher after the class where she mentioned that she has never 

introduced any strategies to the students on how to guess word meanings. However, 

the objective of familiarising the students to the roles that they are supposed to play 

has been achieved from the students’ mutual reminders on the boundaries of their 

role arena.

Post Reciprocal Teaching

This task is carried out three weeks after the initial introduction of Reciprocal 

Teaching. This is the teacher’s second and more independent attempt at Reciprocal 
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Teaching. The objective of the task is to introduce an instructional text to the 

students. The students are supposed to follow the instructions on the text and 

complete the accompanying worksheet after which they can play the game 

(Appendix B).  Though there are a total of seven games, only two games are 

completed for this lesson. For the purpose of this paper, each game will be referred 

to as a sub task.

This particular task contains more open inferential questions where the 

students are supposed to speculate on the reasons why certain materials are used 

and the cost of the “olden time” games and also the relative ease/difficulty that it 

needs to play each respective game.

The talk for this particular task sees a diminished teacher role. There is 

significant student interaction (Nystrand, 1999) and though it first begins with some 

organisation talk, this quickly takes a back seat and there is very little evidence of 

teacher’s presence as the students work on their sub-tasks. The amount of teacher’s 

talk in the twenty six minutes of group work is minimal and she does not interrupt 

the class like in the previous transcript. Instead her talk occurs only at the beginning 

and the end of a sub task. The only “interruption” that occurs for each group is when 

she moves around to check and assist each group.

Extract 3.
1 T: Okay^ group leader if you think that they 

should stop and the questioner //take over// 
(.) now it is your turn to take over  (.) 
okay what should they do?

260 T: Ok. Recorder please get your paper  and your 
pencil and move along.  Okay. Eh did I ask 
you to move? How do you know. You know 
how to move? For this group please bring 
along your recorder okay. Now this is what 
you do. You move anti-clockwise. That 
means N2 will move there. Benjamin’s 
group will move to this group. This group will
move to this group and so on and so on and so 
on. This group will move to this group this 
group will move over to that group. Okay? This
way. (.) Okay. Okay everyone stand. 
((children standing up))

Teacher releasing the control 
to the group leaders.

Teacher’s Organisation 
Talk
 Giving instructions for 

moving students to 
another game station.
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I said stand! How come you are moving? Let’s 
move together so that you will be orderly. 
Okay. Everyone (.) ready move!

267 T: Everyone (.) Okay. I’m going to give my next 
instructions and the leader will take over. 
Kaiying? Alright. Now I don’t want anyone to 
touch the games. What you do is two person 
will share a piece of instructions. Same thing 
as just now. Wait. Wait. Wait. I didn’t say go. 
Then leader you will take over ask them to 
start reading stop reading. The questions over. 
Then after that clarifier and then summarised 
by the leader and then recorder. Can? Okay do 
not start the game until I see that your second 
a row is done. Show me then I will give you the 
permission to start the game. Can? Okay. You 
may begin now.

Teacher’s Organisation 
Talk
 Giving instructions on 

how the group is 
supposed to carry out 
their different roles as 
delineated by RT

The teacher’s preoccupation with the strategies of Reciprocal Teaching is very 

obvious from Extract 3 but compared to the tightly controlled first time 

implementation of Reciprocal Teaching, more autonomy is given to the students or 

rather to the group leader. She allows the group leader to take over from Turn 1. It 

is only much later that she delineates their roles in Turn 267. However, this is not to 

say that the students engaged themselves in dialogic learning. Students are still 

preoccupied with the role tasks as seen in Extract 3.1.

Extract 3.1.

1 T: Okay^ group leader if you think that they 
should stop and the questioner //take over// 
(.) now it is your turn to take over  (.) 
okay what should they do?

2 S1: //haven’t yet (.) haven’t//
3 S2: Questioner^ who’s the questioner^?
4 S3: Huh^?
5 S2: Questioner

6 GL: Wait (.) Read finish all^?
7 S1: Haven’t

8 GL: Ten second, eight second, seven second=
9 S2: =I still haven’t=
10 S3: =(can’t see) baseball $
11 GL: //five, four, three, two, one, zero//
12 S2: //$ baseball (.) you see^//
13 S3: //baseball//
14 Eleanor: Finish^?
15 Felix: Faster
16 S2: Hi:: ((makes sighing sound))
17 GL?: Okay //going ten, nine=eight//
18 S2:  //((makes sound of tongue rolling)// (.) //lah 

Teacher’s Organisation 
Talk

Looking for the RIGHT person 
who needs to play out the 
questioning role as “advised” 
by the teacher in Turn 1

Checking to see if reading 
has been completed as again 
“advised” by the teacher in 
Turn 1

Trying to hurry the process
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((singing))//
19 GL?: Six, five, four
20 Ss: Three, two, one, stop
21 S1: Hey stop ah^
22 S2: Stop ah^
23 S3: Finished already^
24 Felix: Whose turn?
25 S4: Questioner who^?
26 Felix: Questioner.
27 Eleanor: Urm:: I=also=know. I don’t care what’s up.
28 Cally: Got any questions?
29 Eleanor: All very easy one eh.
30 S: Ah not. We ah.
31 Hazel: What is (.) ser sequins?
32 S: Sequins.
33 Cally: What is Sequins
34 S: Faster. Here.
35 Desmond: Sequins ah?
36 S: Yah. 
37 S: No here. The questions.

38 Cally: What are the types of materials used?

39 Eleanor: Questioner need to read eh.

Back to RT—checking of 
whose turn to play the right 
role

Playing the role
Feedback

Initiation of question

Helps to reformulate question

Pointing to worksheet and 
what they are supposed to do

Reads out question on the 
worksheet

Reminding them of the 
correct procedure. Not 
everyone can read it. Only 
the questioner

Upon the teacher’s directions as seen in Turn 1, the students start to locate 

the group member who has been entrusted with asking the question. However, 

before the questioner does his/her duty, the group leader steps in and ensures that 

everyone has finished reading the text as directed by the teacher (Turn 6). As not 

everyone has completed the reading, the group leader hurries the process along by 

doing a quick count down as seen in Turns 8-20. The student’s preoccupation with 

the correct procedure is seen in Turn 24 where Felix asks whose turn it is now. What 

is significant is Cally’s question in Turn 28. This is not part of the task that they are 

given but owing to the cohorting that they have been subjected to as seen in the 

previous section; her immediate reaction is to ask if there are any other questions. 

Hazel follows up by asking about the meaning of the word, “sequins”. Another group 

member quickly realizes that this is not what they are supposed to do, hence, in 

Turn 37, he re-directs the group by asking them to look at the worksheet and saying 

“No here. The questions.”  The preoccupation with the procedures of Reciprocal 
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Teaching has not left the group, as Eleanor reminds Cally that it is the Questioner 

who is supposed to read the question and not her. 

The most significant segment of this extract is Hazel’s question where she 

asked about the meaning of “sequins”. This is a definite residue from the first 

introduction to Reciprocal Teaching. In a sense, this is a success of what the teacher 

was trying to impart to the students about the art of questioning. Through this 

question, the student demonstrates two things, one that she has understood that 

she can raise questions and two, questions that she has a personal stake in. It is 

obvious that she does not quite understand the word, “sequins” and flags that to the 

group which unfortunately for her was never addressed by the other members of the 

group. 

Dialogic learning

The initial 39 turns show that students are still highly focused on the 

procedure. However does minimal teacher talk allow the students to work 

independently and engage themselves in some form of mediation as they try to 

answer their task question? More importantly, what type of talk do the students 

engage in? The following two extracts show the type of talk that the students engage 

in. 

Extract 3.2.
46 S: What are the //umm: the//

47 Cally: //I only got the cloth and beans//
48 Desmond: cloth and materials used?

49 S: Cloth and beans
50 Cally: Materials
51 Desmond: Cloth and beans.
52 S: Har
53 S: Cloth and beans

64 Cally: It was made of cloth and beans. 

65 S: Take turns lor.

Questioner asking the 
question as shown in the 
worksheet
Jumping ahead with the 
answer

S revoicing the answer

Group leader confirms 
answer

Turns 54-63 – Starts to play 
the game

Re-phrasing the correct 
answer for the recorder

In reference to who gets to 
play the game
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66 Cally: It was made of cloth and beans. And was 
copycat.

67 Felix: One more time (2.0)

86 Eleanor: Why do they use these materials?
87 S: No what material?
88 Felix: Because ah (.) aw: old lah (.) old men. 

Because they they don’t have much money. 
Because they are poor.

89 S: I don’t see you filling up this one.

90 Felix: Because they are poor.

91 Cally: At least (.) at least only (.) at least only fifty 
cents the most (.) one dollar.

92 T: Alright children listen! You are not suppose 
to start playing until you fill in the three 
blanks on that sheet of paper. I will give you 
further instructions.

93 Felix: Why?
94 Cally: As he make cloth. The first line. It is made of 

cloth and beans.
95 S: Eh let me see. I cannot see leh (17.0)
96 Cally: Then why do they use this material? 

97 Felix: Because they they

98 S: //They can’t afford it//
99 Felix: //They poor// 

100 Desmond: Yah.

101 Felix: They poor. They don’t have money to buy 
expensive things:

102 S: Eh can look at the cost or not.
103 Cally: They cannot afford to buys expensive things.

104 Eleanor: Cannot afford to buy ah?

105 Felix: Cannot afford to buy ah? (.) Aye: I don’t 
know lah:

Re-phrasing one more time

Turns 68-85 – instructions on 
how to play the five stones

Reading question from 
worksheet

Student’s response #1
 Offering personal 

response

Procedural talk—focusing on 
worksheet

Student’s response #1
 Reinstating his claim

Students’ response #3
 Responding to the next 

question

Teacher’s organisational 
talk

Repeating for the recorder to 
write down

Raising next question

Repeating previously given 
answer

Fellow group member assists
Repeats his previously given 
answer

Group leader 
acknowledgement

Expanding on his previous 
response

Repeating the “right” answer 
to the recorder
Re-confirming as she is 
writing
Unable to elucidate further

The group is still concerned with the procedure but this is very much 

minimised or rather simply relegated to making sure that the form gets filled in. The 

students are less interested in the roles that they are supposed to play. After 

answering the literal question on what the fives stones are made of, the students 
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move on to the next question which appears to be an authentic (open) question –

Why do they use these materials (Turn 87)? Felix reasons that it is because they are 

old men and hence, they don’t have much money and are poor (Turn 88). The group 

leader acknowledges this with his “yah” in Turn 100 and Felix refocus his previous 

response and says that it is because they do not have the money to buy expensive 

things (Turn 89). However, he finally gives up trying to explain further when Eleanor 

questions him one more time in Turn 104-105.

 Though most of the students do not question Felix’s response directly, having 

to repeat it many times forces Felix to modify his explanation. Thus, instead of just 

making the supposition that old equals no money and being poor to because they are 

poor, hence, have no money to buy expensive things. This at least has more 

relevance to the original question of why five stones use just cloth and beans.

Extract 3.3 shows the students looking at the next question which requires 

the students to estimate the cost of the five stones. 

Extract 3.3.

109 Desmond: //What is the estimate cost of it?//
110 Felix: What they estimate?
111 Desmond: Means the nearest cost lor.
112 Cally: The most is one doll=one dollar and fifty:: 

The lessest is:=

113 Desmond: =You know last time ah ten cent can buy like 
thirty cent or something like that.

114 Eleanor: THIRty cent?
115 Felix: Maybe ten cents.
116 Cally: Fifty cent. Fifty cent. (.) FifTY: (.) cent:^
117 Felix: Ten cent: ten cent:: 
118 Cally: Okay.

119 S1: You don’t know at kampung how much they 
sell.

120 Desmond: Huh? Ten cents for the whole five stones?
121 Felix: Ya::h
122 Cally: At least twenty cents leh.
123 Felix: Ten cents:

124 S: My mother say five stones only like thirty 
cents.

125 S: Yes
126 S: Eh only ten cents.

New question
Raising query (Initiation)
Group leader’s response
Student’s response #1
 Volunteering a response 

by setting the limit
Group leader offering 
knowledge and refuting 
Cally’s response and 
providing reason
Adding on to her response 
Auction bidding begins

Gives in to the “loudest” and 
most insistent voice

Querying the reliability of the 
response
Querying Felix’s claim

Tries to negotiate 
Still insistent on own 
response

Bringing in authority figure

Agrees with student
Questioning Felix response
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127 Felix: Yes because its very. Very what ah. Because 
it’s very

128 S: I told Wei hang that’s it leh. 
129 S: Not yet. 
130 Felix: Because ah it’s been hit there. Also not pain. 

Not too pain lah
131 Cally: Yes ah?

Never managed to reason it 
out to the other group 
members

The previous task (During Reciprocal Teaching—Extract 2) has the students 

fumbling and relying on the teacher for the meaning of the word “estimated” and in 

this task, the group leader possesses the knowledge to assist Felix’s question (Turn 

111). Cally’s response in Turn 112 is noteworthy as she sets the ground for 

discussion by proffering a rough estimate in which the group can discuss and agree 

on a commonly agreed answer. Desmond expands on this by contributing 

information about inflation—that what would probably cost ten cents would cost 

thirty cents now (Turn 113). However, this is not picked up by the other group 

members except for Student 1 who considered the fact that none of them has prior 

knowledge on the economic situation in the kampong (Turn 119). However, like 

Desmond’s response, this is ignored. From Turns 115-118, it becomes a bidding 

game where the loudest bidder wins as seen by Felix’s shout in Turn 117 and Cally’s 

giving in (Turn 118). When Desmond questioned Felix’s claim that the five stones 

only cost ten cents, Felix merely affirms it without offering any explanations. Cally 

tries to negotiate but again without offering any plausible reasons. This then has 

Felix continuing his insistence that five stones should cost only ten cents. It is at this 

point that another student decided to bring in an authority figure, her mother who 

says that five stones should cost “only like thirty cents” (Turn 124). Another student 

then questions Felix on the amount to which Felix is still unable to provide any 

coherent response as seen in Turn 127 and the group then decided to give up and 

noted down that response and moved on. It is an important phenomenon that the 

group members decided to give in to Felix. Did they give in because he is the loudest? 
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Or is it because they simply wanted to complete the worksheet and move on to the 

next question?

The teacher contributes little to this particular group work in terms of needing 

to provide assistance or interrupting them with organisational talk. The group’s 

mediation among themselves as they try to complete their task shows that there is 

discussion and an attempt at transforming understanding. What is different, as 

compared to earlier instances (as discussed in the pre- and during Reciprocal 

Teaching sections), in this group work is that the students’ responses include 

personal interpretations supported through their personal experience as seen in 

Extract 3.4.

Extract 3.4.
285 Desmond: Eh marble made out of what ah?
286 Cally: //Plastic//
287 S: //Glass ah?//
288 S: Not glass.
289 S: Marble not made out of plastic.
290 Felix: Plastic. If glass ah, he like that surely broke 

one lar. Plastic lar.

291 S1: Can take out or not? Can take out or not?
292 Desmond: Wait.
293 Cally: Teacher say cannot touch.
294 Desmond: Oh (.) Finish ah? Stop.
295 Cally: Teacher say cannot touch.
296 Eleanor: Eh made from: (.) glass ah? Glass or plastic?
297 S: I=I do=do no=no:
298 S: What are the types of materials he used?
299 Desmond: Cannot be glass one.
300 Felix: Plastic:^ 
301 Desmond: Eh but I got one time broken leh. (12.0)
302 Desmond: What are?
303 Eleanor: Fifty cents ah?
304 S: Plastic.
305 Eleanor: Fifty cents right?
306 Cally: Why do they use these materials?
307 Felix: Okay lar. Rubber very painful. So (3.0) but I 

think it should be (  )
308 Hazel: It will hurt
309 Desmond: Because if we use plastic it will broke.

310 S: No leh.
311 Felix: Because if we use glass right then surely 

broken what. 

312 S: Yah.
313 Desmond: Hurt our eyes what (3.0)

Question
Offering answer

Questioning answer
Rejecting answer
Response #1
 Evidence from “live” 

demonstration – group 
member demonstrating 
how he will play with the 
marbles

Trying to take it out of the 
bag

Response #2

Reason: Personal Experience

Response #3
 Reason: Personal 

Experience
Response #2
Back to explanation given in 
Turn 301

Response #4
Common sense (relating back 
to Response #1

Expanding on Reason #2
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This discussion centres on whether marbles are made of glass or plastic. As 

they struggle to come to a consensus, the students bring in their personal 

experience to support their claims. There is coherent talk in this discussion as the 

students begin to eliminate that glass is a possibility as they move from the group 

leader’s prior experience of having broken one before to them using their existing 

prior knowledge which is that glass is easily broken. Hence Felix’s comment that the 

putting of two marbles together will cause them to break. Desmond elaborates on it 

by saying that the broken glass will hurt their eyes and implicitly meaning that no 

one will make a “toy” that will hurt someone’s vital organs.

In comparison to the other two transcripts (as seen in Extracts 1 and 2), it 

does appear that there is more resemblance to dialogic learning in this last transcript. 

The students are able to offer plausible reasons and uses personal experience as part 

of their supporting evidence. In addition, they are able to reflect and tap on their 

existing funds of knowledge to expand their discussion as seen in Extract 3.3. There 

is more dialogic learning taking place in this last group work and though the students 

are still preoccupied with the roles tasks, it appears to assist some of them in asking 

questions (as seen in Hazel’s example with the “sequins” question). However, this 

could also be attributed to the questions that the students are given in their group 

work are conducive in stimulating dialogic talk. 

Conclusions

The transmission of knowledge, which in this case is more of a procedural 

knowledge, communication model that the teacher adopts is congruent with an 

ecology that is heavily influenced by an examination focus. The top down model that 

the teacher employs is also favoured by the students as seen by how the group 

leader models the teacher’s role in the group work and how the other students 
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obediently follow his directions. Hence, though the various group work tasks occur in 

non-threatening environment, it is similar what Hicks has found—it does not 

automatically produce academic content related talk. If the students consistently 

look toward an authority figure as the final veto power, then collaborative talk will 

not occur. And as a result, without the right type of talk, it is very difficult for the 

students to enjoy benefits of peer collaborative talk (Palincsar, 2005). In these few 

transcripts, students struggle as they try to mediate their way through past cultural 

capital (e.g. exam-focused classroom culture, authority figures, second language 

speakers, no prior knowledge) to the completion of the tasks. And to compound the 

difficulties facing them, the tasks given does not allow dialogic discussions to happen.

Similar to what Nystrand and Graff has found, the superficial results or non-results 

that ensued from the implementation of Reciprocal Teaching can be attributed to the 

lack of thorough understanding as even a skilful teacher working under those 

constraints may find it difficult to elicit the desired pedagogical results.

However, “conflicting demands on teachers’ time, energy, and limited 

resources can also readily work against the use of the most innovative and creative 

teaching strategies considered on their own” (Nystrand & Graff, 2001, p. 491). 

Teachers too have to wrestled with getting students not to talk in a “disruptive, 

cacophonous sense” whilst trying to achieve the goal of “getting students to think in 

divergent ways” (Mcintyre, Kyle, & Moore, 2006). This is expressed by the teachers

in the interview where on one hand, they are do enjoy conducting group work in the 

classroom but are concerned with the non-academic productive noise that occurs in 

the group work. The following extract shows the teachers’ response to the 

interviewer’s question on whether they enjoy conducting group work in the 

classroom. 

1 T1: Actually I do enjoy giving them group work, in a sense I have 
less teaching and talking to do. But the “oh no” part comes when the noise level 
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goes up. But usually if it goes up, I will pause or I will bring out that group, and 
that group will discuss. 

2 T2: Mine, in addition to T1, I worry about the quality of the talk in the group. 
Because I’m not around, or a teacher is not around to teach, to listen and to 
guide, so I will have an “oh no” when in my heart I worry that they are chit 
chatting, they are not doing quality work, one of them, or two of them is always 
doing the work. Then if that’s the case, I prefer a classroom whereby I control, 
and from there they learn. So that’s the issue.

3 T3: For me, I agree with T2. And sometimes when I go around to 
supervise the groups. There will always be this group, where this boy, he won’t 
do anything. So, the group members will keep on complaining to me that he 
doesn’t do a single thing. So only when we are doing class discussion then he 
will be in the lesson itself. But when we do group work, he will just switch off. 

However, one thing that is definite is that teachers and students alike have to 

strive on and continue to familiarise and adapt the system to their own use and both 

parties have to realise that the strategies of Reciprocal Teaching has a beneficial role 

to play in assisting reading comprehension. In this example, the teachers need to 

make explicit the rationale behind the use of Reciprocal Teaching so that the 

students do not view it as yet another innovation (see studies by Maloch, 2002).

Moreover, in an exam oriented ecology, where the teaching is top-down and adopts 

closed questions, the students, unaware of the benefits of RT, will treat it as yet 

another “traditional” lesson under the guise of a “non-traditional” lesson (Cazden, 

2001). 
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